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Technology Report two

purposes . Long-range , it promotes the
flow of technical information among

the diverse segments of the Tektronix

engineering and scientific community .

Short-range , it publicizes current

events (new services available and

notice of achievements by members of

the technical community ) .

are

Contributing to TR

Do you have an article or paper to
contribute or an announcement to

make? Contact the editors on ext .

MR-8934 or write to d.s. 53-077 .

The CAD Development Group is Technology Report articles

considering a standard computer file becoming more technical and more
format for electrical design data . With detailed and that trend will continue .

standardized file format, any Although most articles are written and

computer can share computer-aided- edited for a general technical audience ,

design (CAD) data with any other only technical specialists can
computer atat Tek ; translating effectively review the content of very
programs from one input format to complex articles.

another would be unnecessary .
Technology Report publishes articles

CAD Development supports a circuit written by engineers and scientists in

board placer- router , analog and all the disciplines found at Tektronix .

digital simulators , a schematic / ECB Examples include electrical

editor system , and wirewrap engineering , mechanical engineering ,
program . chemistry , chemical engineering ,

materials research , human factors,
To discuss the proposed standard and aspects of marketing and
design file, call Phil White on ext . TC manufacturing of direct interest to the
226. If you support or develop Tektronix engineering and scientific
software for ECB's , hybrids , IC's, community .
testing, synthesis , or simulation , you
should find the call particularly If you are interested in reviewing a
worthwhile. O rough draft article in your speciality ,

call ext . MR-8934 or write to d.s. 53
077. O

а

How long does it take to see an article

appear in print ? That is a function of

many things ( the completeness of the

input , the review cycle and the

timeliness of the content ) . But the

minimum is six weeks for simple
announcements and as much as 14

weeks for major technical articles .

The most important step for the

contributor is to put the message on
paper so that the editor will have

something with which to work . Don't

worry about organization , spelling ,

and grammar . The editors will take

care of those when they put the article

into shape for you . O
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LIVING DOCUMENTS, A KEY TO

FIRMWARE PROJECT SUCCESS

John Light is the firmware project leader for the recently announced 834 Data Communications Tester. He joined

Tektronix in April 1978 from Computer Automation where he was a senior systems programmer. Earlier, he worked
at the United Computing Corporation and at the Jet Propulsion Labs. John holds a B.S. in mathematics , and a
B.A. in psychology from the California State University at Los Angeles.

Quality instrument firmware can be engineered , evaluated , known high cost may make the project nonexistent . ) This

and released on time; several areas within Tektronix have definition of success fits with our division manager's

done it . John Light , the author of this article, describes some philosophy of " no - surprise" management .
of the elements of one such project, the 834 Programmable

Data Communications Tester, in hopes that other For a project to be successful, good estimates are needed , at

development areas may benefit. appropriate times , for a number of factors. These factors

include :

To clarify the often ambiguous relationship of firmware and

software development , John describes the mileposts of the • development manpower ,

834 firmware project in relation to the New Product • manpower loading,
• code size ,

Introduction (NPI) system .
• development computer time ,

Because the documents used in the 834 project made the • target instrument availability,

• realtime performance,
smooth interfacing between the firmware team and the other

• interactive performance, and
project areas possible , John describes these living

• operator procedures.
documents and why they were useful.

I believe that you should not make your estimates before

Some people argue that product definitions and you need them . An estimate made when appropriate is

specifications should be frozen very early in the
better than one made too early , because more accurate

development cycle . This is unrealistic in an era where information is available to you as time passes . The

technology is rushing headlong and competition is fierce. It appropriate time for a code-size estimate , for example, is

is especially unrealistic for the long design cycles at shortly before you choose the ROM configuration. An

Tektronix . In the Digital Communication Analyzers (DCA ) appropriate time to re-estimate code size is shortly before

business unit , the firmware designers were free to meet the you cast the hardware configuration in concrete .

changes required in the 834 by competition and technology

with as little negative impact as possible . We were involved
The quality of the final firmware must also be a criterion for

in all discussions and decisions about such changes . I believe
project success . Quality can be assessed by counting the

that this flexibility and involvement were critical to our
unpleasant surprises found during maintenance . Other

useful indications of quality are the degree of modularity ,

cohesion , and coupling. A commonly stated goal is

WHAT ARE THE CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS? maintainability ; but , I prefer to talk about quality ,

configurability , and adaptability throughout the product

Tektronix now sells several successful products containing life cycle. In general , the goals of development and
firmware. One notable success is the 4051 Graphic maintenance are in harmony .

Computing System : it has sold well and customers perceive

it as a powerful, flexible tool . However , some 4051 firmware 834 FIRMWARE

engineers consider the development of the firmware and the

firmware itself disasters . From this it follows that the success The 834 firmware is not typical instrument firmware, but the
firmware does contain most of the elements which make

of firmware development cannot be measured only by the

success of the resultant product .
firmware development difficult :

• heavy dependency concurrently developed
In general , a firmware project's success is inversely

hardware ,
proportional to the number and magnitude of surprises • strict ROM -size limitations ,
during development and maintenance , but this is hardly a

• stringent realtime performance requirements ,
useful measure of success . This generalization does , • long ROM order lead times ,

however , emphasize a key point : no normal measure of • evolving instrument definition , and

firmware cost — dollars , manpower , or code size — makes a • evolving understanding of new technology .

project unsuccessful by being too large - if the measure is

known early enough to prevent surprises. (Of course , a
Continued on page 4

success .

on
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NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION

The first two items limit the time available for debugging

and evaluation , because the debugging can't start until the

hardware is available . ROM order lead times are

approaching six months , so masks must be finalized long

before parts are needed for production .

CONCEPT

(
E-

PHASE )
DESIGN

(
A-

PHASE )
EVALUATION

The 834's realtime constraints required us to spend

substantial time on the interrupt routines and processing

structure . ( See 834 Architecture insert . ) We also spent

considerable time making minor adjustments, optimizing ,

kludging , and whatever else was necessary to make the
instrument work .

(
B-

PHASE )
VERIFICATION PRODUCTION

Although the 834 does not contain innovative hardware

such as Tek -made LSI , new technology affected the human

interface: The 834's sixteen character ( 5 x 7 dot matrix )

display required the designers to learn a new way to

communicate with the operator. This learning took

considerable time , but we were willing to modify the

interface as we learned . We minimized the impact of the new

display by designing quality software and keeping the
GLOSSARY

firmware team in the decision-making process .

A PHASE - the time before design completion and
PROJECT STARTUP

prototype release.

B PHASE - the time between prototype release andThe 834 was originally to be a minor modification to an

existing product, the 832 Data Comm Tester. When it
engineering release .

DC - design completion .
became apparent that a completely new instrument was

E PHASE - the time before design completion .
needed , engineering and marketing worked together to

EIS - engineering instrument specification .
identify a target market and the 832's problem areas. The EPROM - erasable programmable read -only memory .
result was a Functional Requirements Document (a ER - engineering release .
document unique to DCA , but other business units have FDC - firmware design completion .
similar documents ) . Because Engineering was involved in its FER - firmware engineering release.
creation , the document was an excellent compromise FIR - firmware implementation release .
between speculative marketing requirements and detailed FPLA - field programmable logic array .
engineering limitations . In spite of being eventually wrong LSI – large scale integration .
in several areas, the document provided a sound basis for NPI - new product introduction .

later project phases . PR - prototype release .
RAM - random-access memory .

Next , we established the project schedule, including both an ROM - read -only memory .
NPI schedule for the entire project and a detailed task

schedule through Design Completion (DC) . We held to the
NPI schedule to within less than three weeks and two of document : Architectural Specifications, a high level

those weeks occurred early in the project. Because the description of the product architecture , to tie together the

firmware, software, and hardware elements of the project separate specifications which followed. We survived

were well integrated, we chose not to have separate
without this document because the architecture was clear in

milestones for firmware: we scheduled DC , PR , and ER to key designers ' minds , but I wouldn't advise others to do

include all phases of development .
without it .

The most important document in the entire project was the
first engineering document , the Operational Description ; it

was written as a detailed user manual . It described in great

detail the keypresses , displays, and instrument operation in
all modes . The EIS and User Manual were based on it , but

its greatest value was as a reference for the designers ; it

forced us to discuss issues which might not have been
broached until much later. The document's value resulted

from its completeness . It was complete to the point of being
in error in several areas . You can fix errors if you anticipate

them; but incompleteness , in a document of this sort , results

in unpleasant surprises .

The electrical design area generated one Electrical

Specification for each microprocessor system . ( If we had

coupled microprocessors more tightly , a single specification

would have been more appropriate . ) These specifications

were written after some thought had been put into the circuit

designs but before the electrical design was complete . The

specifications, therefore, were not entirely accurate , but they

had two critical attributes : completeness and timeliness .

E PHASE

The firmware team usually does not get such a document

until relatively late, resulting in surprises . Documents are

late because electrical designers prefer not to document

circuits until a design is complete , insuring that the

document is right, late, and useless. A complete and

(perhaps ) wrong document enables firmware issues to be

discovered early enough to affect the firmware and electrical

designs . For example , if you are considering two ways to
Continued on page 5

Once we all understood what the instrument was to be , the

various engineering areas proceeded to design their parts of
the 834. But , we failed to generate the next necessary
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WHAT IS

THE 834?

The 834 Programmable Data

Communication Tester enables the

user to test RS-232 links between

terminals, computers , and modems .

The main modes of operation are the

transparent monitor mode ,mode, the

functional simulation mode , and the

bit-error-rate test (BERT) mode .

934

READY

pe
MOSAS

KUONA

APURA
Tektronix834

In the monitor mode , the 834 stores

the data traffic from both directions

and looks for a trigger. A trigger may

consist of either a string of characters ,

an error condition , or a control -line

level change . After finding a trigger,

the 834 stops monitoring and the

operator can examine the data traffic

which preceded and followed the

trigger . through a 16 -character ( 5 x 7 dot

matrix ) fluorescent display and a 31

key keyboard . A user can plug a ROM

pack into the 834 to provide

preprogrammed messages , simulation

programs , and instrument setup .

In the simulation mode , the 834 plays

the part of either a data terminal

equipment (terminal or computer) or a
data communications equipment

(modem) . The 834 provides a simple

program consisting of up to 99 steps

using 11 instructions . Data types

include messages and parameters .

Simulation continues until the

simulation program executes a halt

instruction , at which time the last 2699

bytes of line traffic are available for

examination .

rate ( 19.2K baud ) , over 90% ofcontrol

system time can be spent processing
received characters . The remaining

time is available for full operator
interaction . TheThe combination of

stringent realtime response require
ments and heavy total system loading

is common to data-communication

applications .

The heart of the 834 consists of two

loosely coupled microprocessors. The

basic instrument operation resides in

the control system , and the display

system acts as a peripheral to the

control system , handling display

refresh and keyboard scan .

a

The display system consists of a 6802

microprocessor (which contains 128

bytes of RAM) , a display interface and

keyboard , a timer , and 4K bytes of

ROM . Because of the processing

requirements of the fluorescent

display, a no-activity state uses nearly

80% of the available processing time to

maintain flicker - free display.

Keeping control-system -polling

requirements from exceeding the

available time required hard work .

Again , stringent realtime response and

heavy loading requirements are found

in combination .

over

The BERT mode allows the user to test

modems and telephone lines . In this

mode , the 834 sends a known pattern
communication link and

compares the received pattern ( at

either end of the link ) with the

transmitted pattern to determine the
number of bit and block errors .

a

The control system consists of a Z80A

microprocessor , 4K bytes of RAM , an

LSI timer, an LSI serial interface, 28K

bytes of standard firmware ROM (4

sockets ) , and 16K bytes of user ROM

(4 sockets in removable ROM pack) .

The control system performs operator
interface, data acquisition , line

simulation , and BERT processing. In

the monitor mode at the highest baud
The 834 is lightweight and very

portable . Operator communication is

Continued from page 4

to be programmed , in sufficient detail to allow assignment

of loosely coupled tasks to team members .
implement a function , it is better to document one method

completely and early , and thereby risk being wrong than to

document a right one later . This early documentation

procedure requires that the firmware team and management

readily accept changes . Of course , the possible design

alternatives should be known by all parties at all times .

While the electrical designers were writing the electrical

specifications, the firmware designers were writing the

Firmware DesignDesign Specification . Neither of these

specifications should depend heavily on the other ; both

should depend more on the Architectural Specification . The

firmware specification described the structure and data flow

We divided the firmware design effort into four areas and

assigned them to four firmware engineers . They performed

the detailed module design in TESLA ; by using this block

structured high- level language , we minimized additional

documentation and made certain that the design format was

consistent . We designed most of the firmware before any

hardware was available for testing . The coding phase

consisted of compiling the design (which required about 20

seconds of designer time at a Cyber terminal ) .

Continued on page 6
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KERNEL PATCH ROM

To maintain our ability to fix bugs

after ordering masked ROMs , we

adopted a strategy we call BUGFIX.

BUGFIX came from the Information

Display Division , and we are

indebted to Ken Willett for sharing
it with us .

design practice would dictate . As

part of fitting all the subroutines

into the ROMs , we performed a

task we called supermodularizing:

breaking large ( > 150 byte ) modules

into smaller modules for the sole

purpose of limiting error patch

requirements.

change to a single module is

required , the FPLA can be quickly

exhausted . BUGFIX , on the other

hand , uses only one part, which

can be shared with the 834 power

up , self-test and kernel -verification

routines. BUGFIX easily accom

modates extensive changes to a

single module. In the 834, BUGFIX

required only the substitution of

an EPROM for a masked ROM .

When the firmware is stable , you

can remove the EPROM and

replace it with a masked ROM .

With BUGFIX , all subroutine refer

ences are made indirectly through

a jump table in an EPROM , which

adds about six microseconds to

every subroutine call and enables

us to fix any subroutine by inter

cepting the call and replacing part

or all of the offending subroutine.
To work effectively , the sub

routines should all be quite small

( less that 150 bytes in our case) ,

perhaps smaller than normal

This strategy should be considered

as an alternative to the FIXIT

strategy described by Doug

Bingham in the October 1979

Technology Report . The FIXIT

strategy has two parts , EPROM

and FPLA, which require unneces

sary space and money. In FIXIT ,

the EPROM is not easily used for

anything but patches , and no FPLA

is second -sourced . If an extensive

Our experience with BUGFIX was

that the average incremental ROM

required for a patch has been less

than 30 bytes .

Continued from page 5

The instrument design team decided that complete self - test
HOW WE HANDLED A MAJOR CHANGE

capability was necessary for a successful instrument . As a

A few weeks before DC , we had to make a major change in result , the 834 can be quickly serviced with only a DVM and

the operational definition of the 834: the form of simulation frequency counter , using the resident and nonresident

programming was changed drastically after several portions ( ROM pack ) self -test firmware. Including self - test required

of the old scheme were already working , requiring a large considerable effort, but our experience with the 832 and 833

change to the Operational Specification but no change to has shown self -test to be worthwhile . Design of good self

the architecture , no change to the Electrical Specifications, diagnostics requires that a firmware designer understand

and minimal changes to the Firmware Design Specification .
both software and hardware .

We redefined one major data structure and slightly changed
Two days before PR , all of the instrument firmware was

two modules . We were impressed with how easily we made

the changes.
running in an A - Phase instrument . All operating modes and
functions were implemented . PR occurred without

Design and debugging continued on all other parts of the difficulty. We reported FIR status at that time .

firmware. One week before DC , when most of the firmware B PHASE
was packaged into EPROM's and placed into an
instrument , three major functions were not working yet . Most of the creative work was done by PR , but B Phase was
But , the most time-critical function , monitor mode , was no less challenging . The tasks we performed included :

operational ( with bugs, of course ) . Although the interrupt
routines were still coded in TESLA , we were confident that supermodularization ,

the realtime constraints would be met , that everything • linking through kernel ROM ,

would fit in the available ROM space , and that the hardware • fixing all bugs ,

and firmware meshed properly . DC occurred without • characterizing realtime operation ,

difficulty .
• setting final instrument configuration,

• fitting the code into ROMs , and

• archiving the firmware.A PHASE

Our goal for A Phase was to make all functions in the

instrument fully operational . Things ran smoothly and
mundane problems were solved . But then the bad news
about ROM order cycles became worse , putting additional

pressure on the evaluation cycle that started right after DC .

Most of the firmware was operational at DC , and the rest of
it was made available to evaluation early — before it was
needed .

We chose the final instrument configuration (default

parameters and table sizes ) quite late because of unresolved

marketing requirements and uncertainty as to what size

RAMs we needed . However, reconfiguration was made easy
by a parameterized implementation .

Some detailsdetails of operation were changed almost

continuously , with new features being added to already
evaluated firmware. The evaluation team took the changes

in stride , accepting them as a tradeoff for getting the
firmware relatively early in the product development cycle .

Making everything fit into the production ROMs involved

two steps . First , we made all code as small as possible (by

careful coding and reorganization ) . Our efforts at this step

were aided by special code optimizers the Scientific

Computing Center built for us . Second , align the routines

on 8K byte ROM boundaries ; this hurt the logical

organization of the modules , but clock ticks make strange
bedfellows.

6
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Archiving the firmware was relatively easy because all of our
source and documentation files were on CYBER .

documentation and will provide feedback about what

appropriate levels are when given the opportunity .

We ordered ROMs two weeks before the scheduled ER and All parties (marketing, management , hardware, and

completed archiving shortly after ER . At the ER meeting, software) need to accept the concept of living documents.
we reported FER status . The timeliness and completeness of documentation is so

critical to project success that we must drop the emphasis on
WHAT WE LEARNED total correctness . To avoid the suprises that hurt projects,

We proved that firmware design can be managed as an
we must admit in our documentation and project

engineering function within the NPI system . This requires
management standards that product definitions , hardware

that someone strong in software be part of the project configurations, and firmware designs do change.

leadership ; on the 834 project the firmware project leader

was on the same administrative level as the hardware project managing software and firmware projects differently. Our

Finally , I wish to discuss a minor irritant : the practice of

leader , both reporting to the program manager . The
vocabulary and systems (particularly NPI) should be

firmware was as visible , schedulable , and accountable as any modified to treat software and firmware alike because the
other engineering function . We did not need separate NPI

same methodology , tools , skills , and effort are required for
mileposts ( FDC , FIR , and FER) for firmware.

the developement of both . That firmware finally resides in

We found the EIS to be nearly useless as an engineering tool ;
ROM is a minor detail . The time is past when software was

it should be considered only as a communication to the rest
generated by programmers who were ignorant of hardware

of the corporation . The EIS is not a complete and timely
and when firmware was generated by former electrical

project document , such as the ones I have described in this
engineers . It is all software now , generated by engineers

article ; the EIS is typically written too late to be useful. A
whose skills are appropriate for the tasks at hand .

good EIS can easily be written at an appropriate time using CONCLUSION
the documents really required by the project.

Powerful tools greatly increased our productivity . Weused typicalofagrowing number of projects at Tektronix in

The success of the 834 firmware project was not a fluke. It is

a block -structured , high- level language (TESLA) , a which the firmware development is more visible,
versatile terminal (Tek 4025) on each designer's bench , a manageable , and successful.

powerful computer system (CYBER ) , effective debug tools

( Tek 8002 , HP1611 , and board buckets ) and a good design The 834 firmware development process was a success

methodology (structured design ). Altogether, we expended because we productively generated quality firmware to

51 person-periods developing the 32K bytes of 834 firmware implement the defined functions of the 834 Programmable

and seven person-periods for firmware project leadership. Data Communications Tester . The factors which

Thus , our productivity was 8K bytes / per person-year . This contributed to that success were :

is high productivity for a full development cycle , including

thrown-away code ( 3K bytes) , diagnostic code ( 6K bytes) , • the personal and technical skills of the team members

real-time code (4K ) , and overhead functions ( such as fitting (most important ) ,

the code into ROMs) . • appropriate levels of project documentation (second

most important ) ,

Although appropriate documentation is very valuable , the a block-structured , high level language (TESLA) ,

amount and level of documentation must be a compromise • good support and debug tools ( 8002 , 1611 ) ,

between the management requirements of the project and • good software methodology ,

the team members acceptance of the documentation . I have • cooperation of all engineering areas , and

seen projects started with such heavy documentation • support from program management and marketing.

requirements that they bogged down , requiring a crash
FOR MORE INFORMATION

mode to meet the schedule . A better product would have

resulted with lighter documentation requirements. I believe For more information , call John Light , ext . WR- 1919 . O

most software designers realize the need for better product

TRANSFER OF COPYRIGHT
Tektronix . The designated representative is John

Winkleman of Patents and Trademarks , Y3-121 , ext . 8169.

Technical Communication Services ' Engineering Support

Group will assist employee authors through all stages of the

preparation and submission of an article or paper. In so

doing, they will make sure the copyright transfer form is

handled correctly .

Tektronix owns the copyrights in articles or papers written

by employees in the course of their employment . When an

employee-written article or paper is accepted for

publication , the publisher or conference chairperson often

sends the author a form letter sometimes titled

"Copyright Form , " " Transfer of Copyright Agreement, " or

the like with a request to sign and return it . Authors

should not sign these forms. Because they are legal

agreements that affect Tek property rights , such forms must

be reviewed and signed by an authorized representative of

To use the services the Engineering Support Group offers,

call Eleanor McElwee, ext . MR-8924. O
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Printed CircuitMIL - C - 55302C - Connectors ,,
Subassembly and Accessories .

technica

MIL-C-85049 Connector Accessories, Electrical .

standards

MIL-C-85049 / 24 - Connector Accessories Electrical ,

Backshell , Nonenvironmental , 90° , Shield Termination ,

Category 3A .

MIL - C -85049 / 6 - Connector Accessories, Electrical,
ANSI

Backshell , Cable Sealing , 45° , Shield Termination ,

Category 1A .
All holders of ANSI / IEEE 488-1978 should check their

current copy (on the page entitled NOTE RELATION TO MIL - S - 13484C— Switches, Sensitive : 30 Volts Direct
IEC STANDARDS) . Make sure it has these words below Current Maximum , Waterproof.
the note : "Corrected Edition June 22 , 1979. "

ISO STANDARDS HANDBOOKS

If your copy does not have this statement , it is not to be used .

New copies can be ordered by calling Technical Standards . The following publications are available from the American
ext . TC-241 . National Standards Institute ( ANSI ) , or they may be

purchased through Technical Standards, ext . TC-241 .
The American National Standards Institute (ANSI ) has

issued their Staff Telephone Directory as a service to its Handbook No. 1-1977, Information Transfer $ 46.20

members , other participants in ANSI activities , and the Handbook No. 2-1979 , Units of Measurement 20.00

general public. It contains the direct-dial phone numbers of Handbook No. 3-1979 , Statistical Methods 25.20

key personnel ( listed alphabetically) and of executive and Handbook No. 4-1979 , Acoustics, Vibration and
Shock ... 46.20

other offices. It also provides a subject index of the principal

ANSI programs and activities and lists the staff members Special Price for all 4 Handbooks, per set ......
$ 125.00

responsible and their phone numbers . For a copy of this

directory, call Technical Standards, ext . TC-241 .

STANDARDS CONTACT SYSTEM
NEW STANDARDS

..

...

MIL - S -52779A - Software Quality Assurance Program

Requirements.

ElectronicsMIL- E -55585D (CR ) — Packaging of

Equipment and Parts .

Technical Standards is establishing a standards contact

system through the business units . Under this system a

number of people will have the responsibility for seeing that

new standards and major revisions are reviewed and

approved . While this contact system is being formed it is

possible some people will receive duplicate draft standards

for comment . We will appreciate being informed when this

happens . Technical Standards , 41-260 , ext . TC-241 .

MIL-C - 28859 ( EC ) — GeneralGeneral Specification for

Connectors Component Parts , Electrical Backpanel ,

Printed Wiring .
REVISED STANDARDS

NBS SP 500-48 - Measurement of Interactive Computing :

Methodology and Application . NEMA ICS 1-1978 - Revision No. 3 General Standards

for Industrial Control and Systems .
NBS SP -500-49 Modeling and Measurement Techniques
for Evaluation of Design Alternatives in the

Implementation of Database Management Software.

NEMA ICS 2-1978 –Revision No. 2 , Industrial Control

Devices, Controllers and Assemblies .

NBS SP 500-50 — Computers , Personnel Administration , UL 977 –Revision No. 1 , Enclosures for industrial

and Citizen Rights . Controls and Systems . Revision 13-14 for Standard for

Fused Power-Circuit Devices. Pages for the second edition
NBS SP 500-51 - Recommendations for DatabaseManage- of UL 977 .
ment System Standards .

MIL - 1-5099B - Indicators , Cabin Air Pressure , 1-7 / 8 Inch
NBS SP 551 - Proceedings of the 1978 Electromagnetic Dial , Type MA- 1 .
Interference Workshop .

MIL - F - 14256D - Flux , Solder, Liquid ( Rosin Base) . O
Tektronix Standard 062-1737-00 - Communications

Standards, Abbreviations and Symbols . This standard was

revised 16 April 1980 .
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INTEGRATING DATA COMMUNICATIONS

CAPABILITIES INTO A NEW PRODUCT

Herb Weiner has been a member of Graphic Computing Systems Engineering in Wilsonville since coming to Tek
in May 1978. He is responsible for the input/output system , including data communications, in a family of
desktop computer systems. Before coming to Tektronix, Herb worked as a systems programmer at Cornell
University . He obtained a B.S. degree in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science from Cornell University
in 1971 .

or

Excellence in data communications requires an interface CONFIGURATION

which is flexible as well as easy to use . These seemingly

contradictory goals can both be achieved if features are Configuration is the process of changing the characteristics

carefully specified and a layered implementation is used . of the data communications interface, for example, the baud

rate . Configurable data communications interfaces have

In this article, Herb Weiner suggests appropriate goals for been available for many years , although there have been

any data communications interface incorporated into a changes in the procedures for configuration. Originally,

Tektronix product , and then describes important features electrical jumpers were used to configure a limited number

which should help designers achieve these goals . Finally , of items , such as the baud rate . Gradually , the use of

this article recommends an efficient implementation mechanical switches became more common than the use of

technique . electrical jumpers . More recently , programmable

parameters have replaced switches and jumpers, greatly

GOALS : FLEXIBILITY AND CONFIGURABILITY increasing the number of configurable parameters .

A good data communications interface must be flexible as The designer must take steps to prevent the large number of

configurable fromparameters
well as easy for the customer to use . An interface which is overwhelming the

easy to implement and maintain increases the project's inexperienced user. First collect the parameters into groups

chance of success . A number of other goals , such as of related parameters . For example , if you can divide a set of

minimizing manufacturing and service costs and completing 50 configuration parameters into approximately ten groups ,

the project in a timely fashion are also important , but they
each containing eight fewer parameters , the

are not discussed in this article . configuration of the interface would be easier to understand

and document than an alphabetical or random organization

There are three reasons for providing a flexible data of the parameters. Second, choose reasonable default values

communications interface. First, the interface should be for each parameter so that the user need change few , if any ,

usable with a variety of host computers and peripheral parameter values . Third , provide a mechanism to save the

devices. Second , for any given host or peripheral, the configuration so that it is not necessary to configure the
interface should be usable for a number of different interface each time it is used . Finally, providing an

applications with different requirements . Finally , the interactive, menu-driven configuration routine often can

interface should be flexible enough to handle variations in help the inexperienced user through the configuration

individual preferences (this factor is easy to overlook or process .

ignore) .
The following examples illustrate how you can specify

In designing an easy-to-use interface, it is important to know significant interface flexibility using a single group of

who the users will be . It is generally safest to assume that a configuration parameters. One chapter in the user's manual

majority of the will have little or no data could be devoted to each group ; thus , the scope of each

communications expertise ; therefore, you should design the chapter would be limited to a single topic, yet a very flexible

interface so that even a novice will find it easy to use . interface could be documented in a reasonable number of

Unfortunately, flexibility in an interface tends to make the chapters . Note that the following parameters and groups are

interface more difficult to use . only examples ; they are not a complete set, and they are not

suitable for all products .

The goal of flexibility can best be achieved by providing a

comprehensive set of parameters which can be configured The first group contains the traditional configuration

by the customer . To ensure that the interface is easy to use , parameters such as the baud rate, the parity (even , odd ,

you must devote special attention to the design of the none) , and the operating mode ( full duplex, half duplex ) .

configuration mechanism and make a self -consistent user These are the parameters which are often set using jumpers

interface an important feature of the product . or switches.

users

The second group of configuration parameters specifies any

required emulation of a human operator . Many host

Continued on page 10
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resume

computers have obsolete or poorly designed data should be required to convert a program which reads from

communications interfaces; these interfaces were designed and writes to the tape to use the disk instead .The amount of

for operation only with slow devices or human operators . If revision required to convert to the data communications

your product were to transmit a long string of data at full interface should be similar. The record format parameters

speed to such a computer, the computer's data and associated processing discussed earlier is a step in this

communication interface would probably be overloaded , direction , because they allow the data communications

and data would probably be lost . Your product could interface to read and write the same units ( complete records)

overcome this problem by allowing the customer to specify which can be read and written by the tape and disk .

the amount of delay required after each transmitted

character or line . When switching between programming languages, the user
should expect differences in syntax , semantics , and

To indicate to a human operator that the host is ready for capabilities ; however , you should not introduce unnecessary

another line of data , many host computers transmit a differences. WheneverWhenever the principle of maintaining

prompt sequence which might be a single character , a line consistency across devices does not apply ( for example, the

number, or some other sequence of characters . A human operation of setting baud rates) , maintain consistency

operator normally waits for the prompt sequence before across programming languages to the extent possible within

typing each line of data . For your product to emulate this the framework of the language . For example , the command

aspect of the human operator, you need a parameter which or subroutine that sets the baud rate should have the same

defines the prompt sequence used by the host computer . name and the same parameters in all programming

languages .

The third group of configuration parameters specifies the

sequences which are used to suspend and resume The designer should provide a consistent set of capabilities

transmission ; for example , DEC systems use the DC3 between input and output . For example , the ability to

control character (Control- S ) to suspend transmission and suspend and resume transmission involves output ( the host

the DCi control character (Control-Q ) to can request that the product suspend and resume

transmission . One pair of parameters is required to specify transmission of output ) as well as input (when the product's

the suspend-and- resume sequences for output (the input buffer is nearly full, the product can request that the

sequences which the host sends to the product to control host suspend transmission). A second example is the record

transmission by the product ) and a second pair of format parameters and associated processing, which allow

parameters is required to specify the suspend-and -resume the data communcations interface to deal with records for

sequences for input (the sequences which the product sends both input and output .

to the host when its own input buffer is almost full). The user

could disable some or all of this processing by specifying null Consistency between system utilities and user applications is

values for the appropriate parameters .
partly the responsibility of the application developer, but it

is also partly the responsibility of the product designer . For

The last example describes a set of parameters used to example , if the product includes a general purpose COPY

specify record format. As explained in the following section utility for copying files from one device to another , the

on consistency , it is often desirable to read complete records COPY utility should use the same primitives ( such as read or
from and write complete records to the data write statements ) which are being made available to the user ,

communications interface. Unfortunately , the record rather than using special-purpose primitives which the user

format depends upon the host computer being used . For cannot access . If this is not reasonable , then the set of

example , records may be terminated by either a carriage- primitives is probably incorrect .
return line- feed sequence or by a carriage return without the

line feed. It may be necessary to remove certain control Finally , consistency across products reduces the user's

characters , such as end of transmission (EOT) from received learning time when switching from one product to another ,

records , and insert extra characters at the beginning or end and increases an individual's feeling that all Tek products

of transmitted records . The parameters in this group specify are really designed by the same company. Consistency

the character or character sequence which terminates each across products also makes it easier for our sales people to

record , and the characters which must be removed from the thoroughly understand each product , and therefore do a

input and inserted into the output . Using these parameters , better job selling . Consistency across products does not

the data communications interface can decompose output imply that all products must have the same features;

records into individual characters for transmission, and however , if they do , they should be syntactically and

compose received characters into complete input records . semantically consistent .

CONSISTENCY Although the principle of maintaining consistency is
important , it is not an absolute rule . There are valid reasons

Consistent interfaces are easier to use because there are for deviating from this principle , but you should consider
fewer rules for the user to learn and remember. Therefore, each deviation carefully.
whenever possible , maintain consistent syntax , semantics ,
and capabilities across devices , across programming IMPLEMENTATION

languages , between input and output, between system
utilities and user applications , and across products .

In implementing a data communications interface , an

important consideration is the allocation of functions

As an example of consistency across devices , consider a between hardware and software (or firmware ). A closely

product with a tape drive , a disk drive , and a data related consideration is properly structuring the software .

communications interface. Ideally , little or no revision

10
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There is a large selection of integrated circuit chips available bytes into bits for transmission . Note that the first layer
to support most , if not all , current data communications performs no processing on the bytes other than composition
protocols , including asynchronous , byte- and bit- oriented and decomposition , and it interfaces with only the next
synchronous , and GPIB . Select a chip which performs as higher layer and with the first layer at the other end of the

many of the functions you need as possible ; the remaining communication line .
functions probably belong in software.

The second layer composes incoming bytes into records and

Proper structuring of the software is vital to the success of passes the records to the next higher (third) layer . It accepts

the project. Many new protocols , such as X.25 , specify a outgoing records from the next higher layer, 'decomposes

standard set of layers to be used for the implementation ; them into bytes, and passes them , in turn , to the next lower

however , the layered implementation technique is valuable layer for transmission . Note that this layer performs no
even for protocols which do not specify a standard set of processing on records, other than composition and

layers . Note that we can use a layered implementation even decomposition . It interfaces directly with only the adjacent

if we are communicating with a host which does not use a layers , and indirectly with the second layer at the other end

layered implementation or which has defined a different set of the communications line . Note that this layer requires no

of layers . knowledge of the fact that transmission is a bit at a time

rather than an entire byte at a time .
An important aspect of the layered - implementation

technique is that the lowest layer is the only layer which The third layer composes incoming records into complete
interfaces to the communication link . Thus , if the files and decomposes files into individual records to be

communication link is replaced ( for example, an electrical passed to the next lower layer for transmission . Note that

link replaced by a fiber optic link ) , only the lowest layer the third layer requires no knowledge that transmission is a

needs to be replaced . Other layers communicate directly bit or byte at a time rather than a complete record at a time .
only with adjacent layers and indirectly with the Nor does the third layer distinguish between I / O to the data

corresponding layer at the other end of the communication communications interface and I / O to other devices in the
link . system . Because the copy routine cited in the section on

consistency operates on complete files, it would run in the
Let's look at a simple example of the layered- third layer in our simplified system .
implementation technique involving only point -to-point

communication (the layers defined in this example are not Selecting an appropriate set of layers simplifies the problem

appropriate for all products) . Consider this requirement: of implementation by dividing it into subproblems.

timesharing users who purchase desktop computers ( such as Maintenance is simplified because you can often add

a 4051 ) often want to transfer files between the host and the capabilities by introducing a new layer or replacing an
desktop computer . Figure 1 shows one layered existing layer without changing code in other layers .
implementation which could be used . Because the structure of the resulting software ( firmware) is

simpler, it is likely to be more reliable .

1

DATA

COMMUNICATIONS

INTERFACE

USER -WRITTEN
PROGRAMS

The layered implementation can also contribute to

consistency : In our example , the copy routine (a system

utility) ran in the third layer. If we allow the customer to

replace one or more of the upper layers , the customer would

be able to interface directly to the second layer to read and

write records , and directly to the first layer to read and write

single characters . We have thereby enabled the customer to

write application routines whose behavior is consistent with

that of our sytem utility routines .

FILES
FILESRECORDS

THIRD LAYER
(COPY ROUTINE)

THIRD
LAYERRECORDS

RECORDS

SINGLE

CHARACTERS

CONCLUSION

SECOND LAYER
(RECORD PROCESSING ) BYTES

SECOND
LAYER

L - 」
BYTES

FIRST (LOWEST) LAYER
(HARDWARE)

Excellence in data communications contributes to product
sales and customer satisfaction. The two most common user

complaints about our data communications interfaces are

"it doesn't do enough" and "it's too difficult to use . " Ifweare

to build better data communications interfaces in the future,

we must select a set of features that eliminate these

complaints and implement these features using a well

designed layered structure .

FIRST
LAYER
L

BITS

PRODUCT HOST

a dataFigure 1. A layered implementation of
communications interface .

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

For further information call Herb Weiner , ext . W -3586 . O
The first ( lowest ) layer of this example is the hardware layer

that is responsible for composing incoming bits into bytes

and passing them to the next higher ( second) layer . If parity

checking is used , the first layer checks parity to ensure that
the byte is correct . The first layer also accepts outgoing bytes

from the next higher ( second) layer and decomposes these
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HOW MANY BOARDS TO A FLAT ?

THE ANSWER WITH A CALCULATOR

Jim Yohe is an etched -circuit -design project leader in the Service Instruments Division . Previously he was an

image -process operator in Electrochem . His education and interests are in math and calculator and computer

programming. His extension is B- 7785.

can adjust the board dimensions for the maximum number

of boards in a given space .
You can easily determine how many boards of a given size

will fit on a given flat size using any HP calculator having six

memory registers . With the calculator you can also

determine the orientation of the boards on the flat, the

quantity of boards possible on each axis of the flat, and the

maximum quantity of boards for the flat.

PRELIMINARY STEPS

To use the programs, you must have this information:

The programs described in this article will provide the

information necessary for adjusting board dimensions in

order to fit more boards on a flat. This effort will not only

save space in a product , it can reduce production cost — if

you do it early in the product development cycle.

• usable flat length ,
usable flat width ,

• adjusted board length , and

• adjusted board width .

You can determine usable flat length and width by using the

table in figure 1 .
BOARD ORIENTATION

Some boards may require special orientation on a flat to

accommodate tip plating or to allow better soldering with

less bridging in a solder - flow machine. ( If you have

questions about what circumstances require special board

orientation, call Bill Luce, ext . B-7980; Bill is Electrochem's

NPI Mod Manager . )

You can determine adjusted board length and width by first

dividing board length and width ( in inches) by 0.025 . If the

result is a whole number, then the board dimension prior to

the division will be the adjusted board dimension . If the

result is not a whole number , round the result to the next

highest whole number and then multiply this number by

0.025 for the adjusted board dimension . This rounding

procedure adds an amount to the board dimension that ,
If your board does not require special orientation , then you

USABLE FLAT AREAS

USABLE AREA

FLAT SIZES LENGTH WIDTH USAGES

12 x 9 2-SIDED SNAKE ROUT 11.500 8.300
VERY SMALL BOARDS ; STRINGENT

REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS ; BOARDS

REQUIRING EXOTIC BASE MATERIALS .12 x 9 2-SIDED TAB ROUT 11.250 8.150

18 * 12 2-SIDED SNAKE ROUT 17.100 11.500

18 x 12 2-SIDED TAB ROUT 17.100 11.250 THIS IS THE STANDARD FLAT SIZE AND

MOST BOARDS WILL GO ON THIS SIZE FLAT .18 x 12 MULTI . SNAKE ROUT 15.500 9.500

18 x 12 MULTI . TAB ROUT 15.500 9.500

18 x 18 2-SIDED SNAKE ROUT 17.100 17.500 FOR SINGLE BOARDS TOO LARGE TO FIT

ON AN 18 x 12 FLAT .18 x 18 MULTI . SNAKE ROUT 15.500 15.500

24 x 18 2-SIDED SNAKE ROUT 23.300 17.500 FOR SINGLE BOARDS TOO LARGE TO FIT

ON EITHER AN 18 x 12 OR 18 x 18 FLAT .
24 x 18 MULTI . SNAKE ROUT 21.500 15.500

Figure 1. This table of usable flat areas is adapted from the March 4, 1980 revision of Standard Flat Sizes originally

published by the tooling area in Electrochem, dated January 16 , 1979 .
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with the 0.150 inch minimum spacing between the boards , NONPROGRAMMABLE-CALCULATOR PROCE

assures "on -grid " mechanical operation of the drilling, DURE

routing , and component insertion machines .
Enter the information into the stack as outlined above, fix

PROGRAMMABLE - CALCULATOR PROCEDURE the decimal point to two places , then key each instruction as

it is listed in column A of figure 2. If your HP calculator
Before executing the program, the information gathered

doesn't have INT function, do the following. Take note of
must be entered into the stack of the calculator in this order:

the integer ( on the left side of the decimal point ) . Press CLX

T = usable flat length ( from figure 1 )
once and type in the integer noted earlier but don't press the

Z = usable flat width ( from figure 1 )
ENTER key . Just continue to the next step of the program

Y = adjusted board length
listing.

X = adjusted board width At a test instruction , you must determine the result of the

test manually . First note the contents of the X register and
After you enter the information into the stack , fix the

then press the X< >Y key to display the contents of the Y
decimal point to two places , position the pointer of the

register . Press the X< >Y key again to continue with the
program memory to line number 1 , and press the R / S key to

begin program execution . program . Knowing the contents of the X and Y registers,

you then perform the test : "Is X >Y?" If so , continue at line

Now you are ready to decipher the result . Skip the next number 42 ( in figure 2) , and if not, then continue at line

section and go to the section Deciphering the Result.
number 39 .

When you encounter a GOTO instruction , transfer

execution to the line number specified .PROGRAM LISTINGS

А. B A B DECIPHERING THE RESULT

LBLO

01 STOO STO O 27 RCLO RCLO
After you complete the program , the number in the display

is quite easy to decipher .
02 R R 28 = :

03 . 29 INT INT

|04 1 1 30 STOO STO O

05 5 5 31 RCL 2 RCL 2

06 STO + STO + 32 RCL 1 RCL 1
12.34

07 + + 33 : :

08 STO 1 STO 1 34 INT
INT

09 R RV 35 X Х ON USER PRGM ALPHA

10 STO 2 STO 2 36 X > Y? X > Y

11 R R 37 GTO 42 GTO 1

12 LAST X LAST X 38 X < > Y< > Υ X < > Y

13 STO + 2 STO + 2 39 RCL 4 RCL 4

14 + + 40 RCL 5 RCL 5

Figure 3. This display is interpreted as follows: first, the

number is negative , indicating the boards ' widths will be

parallel to the flat's length; second , the two digits to the left

of the decimal , 1 and 2 , indicate 12 boards can be placed

along the flat's length ; and third , the two digits to the right of

the decimal , and 4, indicate four boards can be placed

along the flat's width.

15 STO 3 STO 3 41 GTO 46 GTO 2

16 RCL 1 RCL 1 LBL 1

17 : 42 RCLO RCLO

18 INT INT 43 CHS CHS First , the polarity of the number tells you the orientation of

the boards on the flat:
19 STO 4 STO 4 44 LAST X LAST X

20 RCL 2 RCL 2 45 CHS CHS Positive indicates that the board's length ( longer

dimension ) will be parallel to the flat's length .21 RCLO RCLO LBL 2

22 ; 46 EEX EEX

23 INT INT 47 2 2
Negative indicates that the board's width (shorter

dimension ) will be parallel to the flat's length .
:

24 STO 5 STO 5 48 -

25 X Х 49 + + Second , the displayed number will tell you how many

boards will fit along each axis of the flat:
26 RCL 3 RCL 3 RTN

The first two digits to the left of the decimal point indicate

how many boards can be placed along the flat's length .Figure 2. This table contains two slightly different

programs : column A lists program steps for those

calculators requiring line-number addresses and column B

lists program steps for those calculators requiring label

addresses. (To those who have nonprogrammable

calculators : use column A. )

The first two digits to the right of the decimal point

indicate how many boards can be placed along the flat's

width .
Continued on page 14
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Continued from page 13

Third , pressing the X< > Y key will indicate the maximum

number of boards that can be placed on the flat with the
board dimensions used .

5 . Calculate the quantity of boards with their length
parallel to the flat's width :

INT ( (usable flat width + .150) = ( adjusted

board length + .150))

6. Multiply the quantities found in steps 4 and 5 .THE ALGORITHM

The following is a description of the algorithm used in this

program :
7. Determine which quantity is larger ; step 3 or step 6?

1. Calculate the quantity of boards with their length
parallel to the flat's length :

INT ((usable flat length + .150) = (adjusted
board length + .150))

2. Calculate the quantity of boards with their width's
parallel to the flat's width :

INT ((usable flat length +.150) + (adjusted
board width +.150 )

3. Multiply the quantities found in steps 1 and 2 .

If the quantity found in step 3 was larger , the board should

be oriented so that its length is parallel to the flat's length for

the most boards in a space . The quantity of boards along the

flat's length is found in step 1. The quantity of boards along

the flat's width is found in step 2. If the quantity found in

step 6 was larger, orient the board so its width is parallel to

the flat's length . The quantity of boards along the flat's

length is found in step 4. The quantity of boards along the

flat's width is found in step 5 .

FOR MORE INFORMATION

For more information , call Jim Yohe , ext . B-7785 . O
4. Calculate the quantity of boards with their width

parallel to the flat's length :

INT ( (usable flat length + .150 ) = (adjusted
board width +.150) )

NEW POLYCARBONATE COATING

PROVIDES BETTER PANEL PROTECTION

GM -MELAMINE TEXTURES
Many new products are using silkscreened sheet

polycarbonate as a substitute for print and anodized

aluminum on front panels and tags . The primary advantages

of this use are lower cost , greater durability , and better

control of color applied to the surface of the panel.

Texture Characteristics

Gloss finish 1-030 High gloss

Fine linear textureSatin finish 1-035

Textured finish 1-036Polycarbonate is , however , vulnerable to some organic
solvents and discolors under prolonged exposure to

ultraviolet ( UV ) light .

Similar to GE Lexan 8B35,

recommended for all front

panel applications .

Textured finish 1-037 Very coarse , glossy .The GM Nameplate Company has recently introduced a

proprietary melamine coating for polycarbonate that is

unaffected by common solvents and is twice as resistant to

UV light as polycarbonate . The product is named GM

Melamine. GM Melamine-coated polycarbonate retains its

durability and formability; in addition , four textures are

available enabling a choice of textures to be used for

different sections of the same panel .

For more information about GM Melamine , call Bill

Dalebout ( Communications Division Industrial Design ) on
ext . B- 7707 . O

1981 CALENDAR
Electromechanical Design , part of O & M Technical

Support , has approved GM Melamine as the only melamine

coating on polycarbonate that meets Electromechanical

Design's environmental standards for use in membrane
switches .

The Tektronix Engineering Planning Calendar (000-7246
00 ) identifies conferences, conventions , seminars , and trade

shows of interest to engineers . Although Tektronix does not

necessarily participate in all these events , Technical
Communications Services strives to include events at which

Tek engineers may attend or present a paper .

If you are aware of events not included in this year's

calendar, we can include them in next year's calendar . Please

provide the exact dates of the event , the official name of the

event , the sponsoring agency, and the location . Send the

information , with your name and extension , to Laura Lane,

Technical Communications Services , d.s. 53-077 . O
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APRIL PAPERS AND PRESENTATIONS

While providing recognition for
Tektronix engineers and scientists , the

presentation of papers and the

publication of papers and articles

contribute to Tektronix'technological

leadership image .

The Technical Communications

Services ' (TCS) Engineering Support

group's charter is ( 1 ) to provide

editorial and graphic assistance to

Tektronix engineers and scientists for

papers and articles presented or

published outside Tektronix and ( 2) to

obtain patent and confidentiality

reviews as required .

If you plan to submit an abstract,

outline , or manuscript to a conference

committee or publication editor , take

advantage of the services that TCS

Engineering Support offers. Call
Eleanor McElwee on ext . MR-8924 . O

The table below is a list of papers

published and presentations given

during April 1980 .

TITLE AUTHOR PUBLISHED PRESENTED

Ron Schwartz

HARDWARE:

Electrical Testing in
Failure Analysis : Appli
cations of the Curve

Tracer

International Reliability Physics
Symposium

Jack Hurt and

Clayton Mohr

Jack Hurt and

Clayton Mohr

Electronic Components
Conference

|
Electronic Components

Conference

The Microwave JournalMorris Engelson
and Len Garrett

O A Computer-Aided Design

System for Hybrid Circuits

Designing for Laser

Trimming of Hybrid
Circuits

O Digital RadioMeasure

ments using the Spectrum

Analyzer

PROCESS ENGINEERING :

O Manufacturing Circuit
Boards from Unclad

Polysulfone

I Performance and Relia

bility Control Based on

Sample Testing of Large
Populations

SOFTWARE:

The Design of a Universal
Microprocessor Linker

Jerry Jacky Printed Circuits Conference

Alan Yielding Tri -Services Cathode Workshop

Rebecca Wirfs - Brock MIMI 80 Symposium

(Jan. 30- Feb . 1 )

A box to the left of the title indicates that copies are available . For a copy of a paper or article listed here , photocopy this

table, check the appropriate box , and mail to TCS , d.s. 53-077 .
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